Barbless Concertina Coils are specifically designed as a deterrence against intrusion while eliminating any danger associated with sharpness of razor wire. With its quick and easy deployment, the Barbless Concertina Coils instantly create a safe and effective protective barrier.

**Features & Benefits**

- **Rigid** - Reinforced concertina coil manufactured from galvanized or stainless steel material
- **Delay Barrier** - Physical barrier that deters intrusion
- **Entanglement** - Entangles intruders when they try to surpass the barrier
- **Protective** - Ideal solution for low level security applications
- **Harmless** - Smooth profile means no cuts and no harm, even when touched with bare hands
- **Safe** - Can be deployed and retrieved without the use of personal protective equipment

Made in Hebron, Ohio U.S.A.

**Available in various sizes and colors**

**Uses**

Asset protection, summits, crowd control barriers, public venues, retail, events and other instant physical perimeter deterrent applications

For more info visit atkore.com/razorribbon